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a b s t r a c t

The infrared detection has been one of important approaches for aerial target detection, but the existence
of clouds in the sky makes target detection difficult, so it is of great significance to research the features of
infrared radiation of clouds. Combining Mie scattering theory, the calculation model of infrared radiation
on the cloud appearance was put forward and this model mainly considered two parts including direct
and scattering radiation. The calculation methods of direct radiation, primary scattering and multiple
scattering were discussed in detail to put forward the specific methods for numerical computation. Based
on the calculation model, cumulus was taken as the example to calculate its radiation of wave band of
long-wave infrared and analyze its radiation characters. The calculation results showed that: both per-
pendicular incidence and scattering could make great contributions to apparent radiation of cloud and
could not be ignored; as for the distribution of direction angles, the radiation of clouds decreased with
increase of direction angles as a whole; in the aspect of spectrum distribution, spectral radiance feature
of the clouds was complicated function of wave length. Finally, the calculation results were verified using
clouds imaging experiment of which the result also effectively proved the correctness of the calculation
model.

� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The infrared detection has been one of important approaches
for aerial target detection, but the existence of clouds in the sky
makes target detection difficult as the clouds may disturb or shel-
ter the aerial target [1]. Therefore, it is of great significance to
research the features of infrared radiation of clouds.

The calculation of wave band of long-wave infrared (8–14 lm)
are mainly carried out through gray body or black body assump-
tion according to existing literatures, but this kind of calculation
model is so simple that its calculation preciseness is low and the
actual infrared radiation of clouds cannot be reflected [2–4].
Another method is to obtain the calculation method through actual
test and data fitting [5] and this method can obtain relatively cred-
ible results but it lacks theoretical foundation and a general result
would not be gotten owing to the significant impact caused by the
environment on test. The theoretical analysis and calculation were
conducted for downward radiation of clouds starting with radia-
tion transfer equation in the literature [6], but this model failed
to take scattering into consideration. What is more, there are some

traditional methods, such as Monte Carlo, DISORT and matrix-
operator, that could adopt to calculate the radiation of cloud, but
they are too complex and their physical meanings are vague.

So the method of calculation of cloud extinction coefficient,
scattering coefficient and absorption coefficient with Mie scatter-
ing would be firstly introduced in this paper; and then the method
of cloud delamination would be adopted to establish a calculation
model of cloud apparent radiation that classifies the radiation of
clouds into two parts: direct and scattering radiation and respec-
tively discusses the calculation methods of direct and scattering
radiation; finally, the cumulus will be taken as the example on
basis of calculation model of cloud appearance radiation to calcu-
late radiance of cumulus appearance and analyze its characteris-
tics. In this paper, unless otherwise specified, all variables are
values of spectrum.

2. Mie scattering theory

The scattering properties of cumulus, stratus and other water
clouds that are mainly composed of water drops can be analyzed
through Mie scattering theory [7]. For the single spherical particle,
Mie scattering sectional area Cs and extinction sectional area Ce can
be represented as [8]:
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Cs ¼
k2

2p
X1
n¼1

ð2nþ 1Þðjanj2 þ jbnj2Þ ð1Þ

Ce ¼
k2

2p
X1
n¼1

ð2nþ 1ÞReðan þ bnÞ ð2Þ

where an and bn are Mie scattering coefficient; absorption sectional
area can be represented as Ca = Ce � Cs; ratio of scattering cross sec-
tion area and geometric cross section area of particle is referred to
as scattering efficiency factor of particle Ks.

Phase function of scattering is represented as:

Uðh; aÞ ¼ 2ði1 þ i2Þ
Ksa2 ð3Þ

where i1 and i2 are scattered radiant intensity function; a is dimen-
sion parameter of scattering particles and a ¼ 2pr=k; r is cloud
droplet radius and k is wave length of incident light.

As for the particle swarm with specific particle distribution
characteristics, the computation expression of scattering phase
function is [8]:

Uðh; aÞ ¼ k2

p2 �
R r2

r1
nðrÞ i1þi2

2 drR r2
r1

nðrÞKsdr
ð4Þ

Therein n(r) is radius distribution function of particles. Assume
particle number density of a scattering group containing single par-
ticles is Ns, then the scattering coefficient is defined as [9]:

rsðkÞ ¼ CsNs ð5Þ

Then for the radius scattering particle swarm containing non-single
particles, the scattering coefficient can be:

rsðkÞ ¼
Z r2

r1

CsnðrÞdr ð6Þ

The unit of scattering coefficient rs is m�1.
In the same way, extinction coefficient re and absorption coef-

ficient ra can be obtained through calculation.

reðkÞ ¼
Z r2

r1

CenðrÞdr ð7Þ

raðkÞ ¼ reðkÞ � rsðkÞ ð8Þ

Take cumulus as the example, according to Gamma distribution of
its particle size [10,11], re, ra and rs at 8 lm are respectively
0.1705 m�1, 0.0485 m�1 and 0.1221 m�1 through Mie scattering
theory and the phase functions are shown in Fig. 1.

3. Modeling of cloud apparent radiation

3.1. Direct radiation of cloud

The radiance of clouds at any h directions should contain: self-
emitted radiation of cloud at gazing direction, i.e. direct radiation;
incident radiation from other directions that scattered into the gaz-
ing direction by the cloud at gazing direction i.e. scattering radia-
tion. The shape of cloud is assumed to be oblate cuboid with
sufficient width [12] as shown in Fig. 2. The clouds will be divided
into N layers equally of which the temperature and particles distri-
bution are approximately uniform and the thickness of every layer
is Dh.

The radiance of direct radiation can be obtained easily and its
expression is:

LdðhÞ ¼
XN

n¼1

enðhÞLbðTnÞ
Yn�1

K¼1

sKðhÞ ð9Þ

Therein en (h) is emissivity of the cloud at No. n layer at h direction;
Tn is temperature of cloud at No. n layer; Lb(Tn) is the radiance of
black body with temperature of Tn; sK(h) is transmittance of the
cloud at No. k at h direction. The expression of transmittance can
be obtained through Lambert’s law:

sKðhÞ ¼ exp½�ðrs þ reÞDs= cosðhÞ� ð10Þ

The existing literatures had different expressions about the calcula-
tion of emissivity. A simple derivation will be conducted for emis-
sivity terms as follows. As shown in Fig. 3, the vertically incident
radiation with power P(0, 0) will attenuate after transmitting the
clouds and after the distance h, radiant power of original radiation
is:

Pð0;hÞ ¼ Pð0;0Þ expð�rehÞ ð11Þ

Owing to concurrence of radiation absorption and scattering, the
attenuating radiation is neither completely absorbed nor scattered
but the absorption and scattering will occupy a part respectively
and concur. Then the absorbed radiation at distance traveled dh at
h can be represented as:

dPað0;hÞ ¼ Pð0;hÞradh ¼ Pð0;0Þra expð�rehÞdh ð12Þ

The absorbed radiation at H path through integration of 0–H is:

Pað0;HÞ ¼
Z H

0
Pð0;0Þra expð�rehÞdh

¼ ra

re
Pð0;0Þ½1� expð�reHÞ� ð13Þ

In a similar way, the scattered energy Ps(0, H) is:

Psð0;HÞ ¼
Z H

0
Pð0;0Þrs expð�rehÞdh

¼ rs

re
Pð0;0Þ½1� expð�reHÞ� ð14Þ

We can find that Pa (0, H), Ps(0, H) meet:

Pað0;HÞ
Psð0;HÞ

¼ ra

rs
ð15Þ
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Fig. 1. Directional diagram of scattering phase function.
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of radiation model.
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